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American Ethnicity is a brief text that provides an accessible introduction to the dynamics of racial

and ethnic relations. Key concepts and theories are summarized, and the authors develop a simple

theoretical framework that guides the presentation of data on each of the prominent ethnic groups in

America. As a result, this book examines each ethnic group from the same perspective, allowing

students to compare the dynamics of discrimination against African Americans, Native Americans,

Asian and Pacific Island Americans, white ethnic Americans, and Latinos.Instructors and students

can now access their course content through the Connect digital learning platform by purchasing

either standalone Connect access or a bundle of print and Connect access. McGraw-Hill

ConnectÂ® is a subscription-based learning service accessible online through your personal

computer or tablet. Choose this option if your instructor will require Connect to be used in the

course. Your subscription to Connect includes the following:â€¢ SmartBookÂ® - an adaptive digital

version of the course textbook that personalizes your reading experience based on how well you

are learning the content.â€¢ Access to your instructorâ€™s homework assignments, quizzes,

syllabus, notes, reminders, and other important files for the course.â€¢ Progress dashboards that

quickly show how you are performing on your assignments and tips for improvement.â€¢ The option

to purchase (for a small fee) a print version of the book. This binder-ready, loose-leaf version

includes free shipping.Complete system requirements to use Connect can be found here:

http://www.mheducation.com/highered/platforms/connect/training-support-students.html
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Had to get the book for a summer class, but over all it was a great read. It was pretty easy to read,

as as easy to understand. Which was great since this was an online class. I would read this again

on my own.

GREAT GREAT BOOK! This book has taught me so much about the different ethnicities I feel like I

was learning it for the first time. Opens your eyes to the many injustices minorities continue to face

today that they faced 200 years ago. I rented this book, but I may purchase it in the future. Definitely

recommend this one.

Rented this book and it came in used condition. some writing in the book and highlighting. I

deffinetly recommend renting this book if using it for a college class, which is what i used it for. Its

way cheaper then buying the book brand new and worth it if only using for a short period of time.

This was thought provoking like Origins and Destinies because of the class I took where you had to

read them.

I got this book for a College class I was taking, it was an ok book. it is very easy top read and

straight to the point. so if your professor is assigning you this book then don't worry and be happy.

I am happy with the price, however the condition of the book is a little worn. Overrall, it meets the

need I had so I am happy.

The book it self is fine. The price, however, is criminal. It is a small book, only about 300 pages and

a decent chunk of book is references, glossary, and pictures. Would not of bought it, If I didn't have

to.But comparing the content and size to a comparable book on the same subject, criminal. No one

to justify the cost.

Great for class. On time delivery. Easy to use
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